Guest Speaker

GIFT CATALOG
Penn Law branded portfolio opens to reveal a 30-page lined writing pad, elastic pen loop, one card pocket, and a document pocket to keep meeting supplies in order. The sturdy folder is made of sleek ultrabond with textured sections on the front and back for added design. Zippers shut to secure padfolio contents.

$7.00 per padfolio

Debossed Solstice Notebook
(8-1/4" x 5-1/2" x 1/2")

This Penn Law debossed red notebook is made with a hard cover and perfect-bound pages. Featuring 80 sheets (160 pages) of lined, ivory notebook paper, along with an elastic pen loop.

$3.75 per notebook
Heathered Navy Journal

(7” x 5” x 1/2”)

Navy Penn Law branded journal containing 160 pages of white lined notebook paper. Made with a modern, heathered polyester cover, each journal includes an elastic closure strap, pen loop, and a ribbon bookmark.

$2.50 per journal

Stainless Steel Travel cup

(10 Oz.)

Stainless steel Penn Law branded travel cup, great for coffee, wine, and more! The dual wall design provides insulation for both hot or cold beverages. This travel cup features a stainless steel exterior, plastic liner, and a push-on lid with a drink-through opening.

$4 per cup
Send a card with your gift!
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Thanks
FOR YOUR SUPPORT
Your name, or student group name, here.

ORDER GIFTS & CARDS HERE!